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Infectious Diseases Informatics

Edited by

Vitali Sintchenko

The University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia

Preface.- List of contributors.- 1Informatics for Infectious Disease Research and Control.- 2 Bioinformatics of Microbial Sequences.- 3 Mining Databases for Microbial Gene Sequences.- 4 Comparative Genomics of Pathogens.- 5 Systems Microbiology: Gaining Insights in Transcriptional Networks.- 6 Host-Pathogen Systems Biology.- 7 Text Mining for Discovery of Host-Pathogen Interactions.- 8 A Network Approach to Understanding Pathogen Population Structure: from Host Networks to Antigen Networks.- 9 Computational Epitope Mapping.- 10 Pangenomic Reverse Vaccinology.- 11 Immunoinformatics: The Next Step in Vaccine Design.- 12 Understanding the Shared Bacterial Genome.- 13 Computational Grammars for Annotation and Interrogation of Mobile Genetic Elements.- 14 In silico Discovery of Chemotherapeutic Agents.- 15 Informatics for Healthcare Epidemiology.- 16 Automated, High-throughput Surveillance Systems for Public Health.- 17 Microbial Genotyping Systems for Infection Control.- 18 Temporal and Spatial Clustering of Bacterial Genotypes.- 19 Infectious Disease Ontology.- 20 Populations, patients, germs and genes – ethics of genomics and informatics in communicable disease control.- Glossary.

In this book, Vitali Sintchenko brings together a collection of state-of-the-art reviews of informatics applications aiming to improve the diagnosis, prevention, treatment and control of infectious diseases. In response to the need for computational biology techniques geared towards clinical medicine, this volume covers the emerging domains of translational bioinformatics, genomics enabled decision support, intelligent design of vaccines and antimicrobial drugs as well as new types of biosurveillance. This book is written by a diverse, international group of experts in the field and provides clinicians, pathologists, biomedical researchers and informaticians with an essential resource that offers also a fascinating glimpse into the future of this dynamic field.

Vitali Sintchenko (MBBS, PhD, FRCPA, FACHI) is a clinical microbiologist and informatician with the Sydney Medical School, The University of Sydney, Australia.
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C Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 2002

	C is one of the oldest programming languages and still one of the most widely used. Whether you're an experienced C programmer or you're new to the language, you know how frustrating it can be to hunt through hundreds of pages in your reference books to find that bit of information on a certain function, type or other syntax element....
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How to Argue: Powerfully, Persuasively, PositivelyPearson Education, 2012

	The ability to persuade, influence and convince is a vital skill for success in work and life. However, most of us have little idea how to argue well. Indeed, arguing is still seen by many as something to be avoided at all costs, and mostly it's done poorly, or not at all. Yet it's possibly the most powerful and yet most neglected...
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Janitors, Street Vendors, and Activists: The Lives of Mexican Immigrants in Silicon ValleyUniversity of California Press, 2006
"In a time when we have great need to understand Mexican immigrants and their place in U.S. society, Zlolniski offers a superior analysis of why and how advanced capitalist economies employ undocumented workers. After reading his book, we will never think again of immigration as something that exclusively comes from outside. The immigrants,...
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Acting in an Uncertain World: An Essay on Technical Democracy (Inside Technology)MIT Press, 2009
Controversies over such issues as nuclear waste, genetically modified organisms, asbestos, tobacco, gene therapy, avian flu, and cell phone towers arise almost daily as rapid scientific and technological advances create uncertainty and bring about unforeseen concerns. The authors of Acting in an Uncertain World argue that political...
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Introduction To The Calculus Of VariationsImperial College Press, 2004
"This book provides non-mathematics students with an easy way to grasp the basic idea of the calculus of variations, and its possible applications in their field of study. For mathematics students, the book leads them to the very directions which should be followed."  Professor Ji-Huan He  Donghua University, Shanghai, China  "This...
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Integrating Service Level Agreements: Optimizing Your OSS for SLA DeliveryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Uncover a revolutionary approach to SLAs that will help you gain a competitive advantage in the field
The use of Service Level Agreements (SLAs) will soon become the prevailing business model for delivering a large number of products and services. SLAs offer service providers the ability to distinguish themselves from the competition in...
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